
RGS DofE Expedition Success criteria!  
On RGS DofE expeditions YOU are assessed according to strict PERKy criteria: You must PASS all. 
Planning Before an expedition, each participant is expected to: 

 Attend all planning meetings 

 Join in with planning activities and behave well as a group 

 Have a written AIM for your qualifying expedition (you copy to eDofE)  

 Check notices, school bulletin and school email for updates 

 Seek advice: from staff and consult rgsdofe.wordpress if not sure. 

 Complete planning by deadline.  

 Pass SHOW and TELL 

Expedition Participants / groups must: 

 Arrive on time and with correct kit 

  Pass “Traffic Light” check 

 Navigate along planned routes unless instructed otherwise by staff 

 Arrive at all key checkpoints at / or near ETA. 

 Contact supervising staff if lost / late / unwell. 

 Carry all equipment and operate entirely independently 

 Eat drink appropriately, including cooking a hot meal each evening 

 Follow camp craft ‘5 Cs’, keep a clean, litter-free camp area at all 
times and LEAVE NO TRACE! 

 Abide by school rules and all safety instructions 

Report To PASS the qualifying expedition: YOU must complete and scan-in a “My 
Expedition Report” to eDofE expedition evidence by the deadline. 

Kit Each participant is expected to: 

 Get appropriate kit before expedition: get advice if needed 

 Attend and pass KIT CHECKS with appropriate equipment 

 Treat borrowed kit with care so as to prevent damaging it 

 Return borrowed kit clean and dry as soon as possible afterwards 

 

Participants must follow staff instructions at all times before, during and after an expedition. 

Trained, qualified staff observe and assess YOU before, during and after expeditions.  

There are three possible outcomes of expeditions for you individually or your whole group: 

Qualify Participant/s satisfied all of the PERKy criteria and completed the 
expedition, which is taken as having embarked on the final day’s walking. 

Defer Due to some or all of: inadequate planning, poor camp craft, repeated 
navigation errors, inappropriate behaviour or to not completing the 
expedition independently (e.g. carry all their own kit) or repetition of 
these with little attempt to improve.  Missing the expedition or being 
withdrawn early due to illness or other reason will also mean participants 
being deferred. The participant will be offered a next available opportunity 
to repeat the expedition. This is not a “punishment”, it’s your chance to 
improve skills and safety. 

Fail: rare! Due to gross breach of school rules or discipline and/or ignoring instructions, 
the participant did not satisfy some or all of the PERKy criteria or did not 
complete the expedition. Participant will be prohibited from completing 
further expeditions with RGS. Participants can be failed individually, such as 
when one team member breaks a school rule, or on a whole group basis. 

 


